Section [4] [5] [6] [7] . After his birth, Dionysus was a prematurely [8] born eight-month infant [9, 10] , underweight that needed special care and an incubation. Zeus performed an incision in his thigh, living the embryo to be fed by the femoral artery (embryo implantation?). The femoral artery cannot properly feed the embryo, as the uterine one, furthermore the space in the thigh is extremely limited for an embryo to develop. Zeus performs a second Caesarean incision and calls for Hermes to transfer the newborn in a suitable location [2] .
Hermes [2, 11] , the first infant courier, carries Dionysus in Nyssa Mountain [3, 12] (the Neonatal Department) and delivers him to the Hyades [13] , and the Nymphs, where Ino [14] , the chief nymph, places him in a cave-incubator, to a sweet, hot and moisture environment.
The mythological description of the caveincubator paradoxically seems to keep its modern standards. Pines were planted at the entrance of the cave leading to a kind of air filter. A type of double wall, which was developed between the roof and the branches, was that of leafy ivy and a virgin vineyard, protecting the God from air currents. That way the maintenance of a sweet, hot and lightly moist environment was ensured, thus giving a thermally neutral one.
In this incubator with lumens of Panama's lullaby [15] and the Hyades [13] , Maenads [16] , the Satyrs and finally the Silenus [17] , the little God there stayed until he gained his normal weight and grew.
It is not possible to verify if either all mythological events were based on practices of the era or existed only in someone's bold mind. What is more likely to have happened is that through practices and knowledge of the era, we have testimony of the first primitive image and thus the pioneer incubator, which appeared thousands of years before its modern invention. 
